
We Build Sustainable Commercial Electricity

Learn how we build off grid electricity power sub-stations for commercial users that need

sustainable power without the local electric utility. Unplug from your local electricity utility

company and go off the grid with sustainable power sub-stations that provide all the electricity

your business needs. From Solar, Wind, Hydro, Fuel Cell and Natural Gas Turbines we generate

electricity for commercial off grid sustainable power.

Generate Off Grid Electricity

WIND TURBINES

SOLAR PANELS

NATURAL GAS TURBINE

FUEL CELL

HYDRO ENERGY

POWER GENERATORS

https://BidOnEnergy.org/power-generation/ Phone (302) 360-8110 Support@BidOnEnergy.org

ENERGY PROTECTION

Our clients need energy price protection.

We can help!  In this energy market, with rates climbing at an
unprecedented pace, lock into as long a term agreement as possible. For
example today a 60 month term agreement will get you the best rates. With
longer term agreements, discounts can be as much as 50% lower than a 12
month term!  When going long, if rates drop, we will renegotiate your
agreement.

We will go to your supplier to LOWER your rate. And get another agreement
from them without any termination fees. This program is called 'blend and
extend energy protection', to lower fixed energy rates if markets go down.

We service all energy deregulated States including Canada

For Electricity and Nautal Gas

ENERGY PROTECTION

For Electricity and Natural Gas
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Empower your energy purchase with Market Timing 

Our intelligent feature to help answer the age-old question, 
“is now a good time to buy?” 

As a consumer, we would all love to be able to purchase in the energy market just before it goes up, as well as to get out 
of the contract right when the markets go below the purchase price. But can you really beat the market and predict the 
best times to purchase? 

To help you make the ideal choice at the ideal time, we offer Market Timing. It’s a sophisticated alert system built to be 
your expert market analyst that is constantly working to help you determine the most optimal time to purchase energy. 

Created by a robust group of brilliant minds, this powerful feature is available 
to all our customers. Our system uses a gradient boosted trees 
model that currently has an 88% accuracy and 
is constantly improving. 

How does it work? 

Our Market Timing algorithm continually scans the market as a whole, taking 
into account current energy rates from all supplier partners, and how they 
change day after day. The system compares these rates with 10 years of 
historic data to see trends, and uses an intelligent forecast model to 
determine the best day to start or renew an energy contract. 

For New Contracts 
If you are a new customer, we use Market Timing to see if today is the ideal 
day to buy your energy, or if choosing a different effective date would help 
get you the best rate possible. 

For Current Contracts 
When your current contract approaches renewal, our Market Timing system 
will send out an email alert when there is over a 97% chance of that 
given day being the best opportunity to find the most 
optimal price for that contract. 

Empower your energy purchase 

Ready to see how Market Timing can help you? Give us a call at 123-456-7890. Bid On Energy       (302) 360-8110        www.BidOnEnergy.org

http://bidonenergy.org
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Overview of Layered Hedging Service 
The goal of this partnership is to provide long-term, secure electricity supply while maximizing budget certainty and cost 

transparency. We are uniquely positioned, through our Market Timing alerts, to execute an electric procurement 

strategy that enables a fully transparent and cost-effective wholesale buying strategy communicated through a 

dedicated Energy Advisor. 

 

We set market timing alerts to trigger when optimal pricing is found or if there is a need to lock in a % of the load for risk 

protection purposes. We can layer the hedges with any amount of flexibility to obtain the best results. For example, If 

we see a price increase for the next 6 months, we can hedge 50% of the load for the next 6 months as protection.  
 

To that end, we will provide REA with access to an Energy Advisor and execute your Electric purchases through our 

Layered Hedging product.  This product comes with our highest level of customer service and support.  Our current 

Layered Hedging customer list includes over 60 customers, which equates to approximately 2,000 Mwh under 

management annually. The procurement approach should be a well thought out and reasonable approach for a client 

wishing to strike a balance between price stability, and the low prices often available by utilizing the trigger alerts. 
 

Your buying decisions do not end with a signed contract!

www.BidOnEnergy.org (302) 360-8110

you

LAYERED ENERGY HEDGING
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Thank you for considering Bid On Energy for all your energy needs.

When you're ready, send us your most recent utility bill(s) then our
energy experts will review and provide the lowest electricity or natural
gas rates for your business.

We will shop most energy suppliers to find the lowest rates for your
business.

Email or Fax us your most recent utility bill(s)

Email - Support@BidOnEnergy.org
Fax - (302) 258-0848

Bid On Energy
16192 Coastal Hwy
Lewes, Delaware, 19958

Phone (302) 360-8110

https://BidOnEnergy.org

http://bidonenergy.org

